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Abstract
Objectives Health system responsiveness is a
complicated issue that guides researchers wishing
to design an efficient methodology for enhancing
understanding of perspectives regarding healthcare
systems. This study examined the relationship
between patient experience profiles and satisfaction
with expectations of treatment effects.
Design This was a cross-sectional study. We used eight
items obtained from latent class analysis to develop
patient experience profiles.
Setting Primary care users in Taiwan.
Participants This study conducted an annual National
Health Insurance survey in Taiwan and sampled from those
who had experience with the medical service in primary
care clinics in 2015.
Primary outcome measure Respondents were
asked to indicate the extent of their satisfaction with
their expectation of treatment effects (or symptom
improvement).
Results The proportions of participants in groups
1–4 were 34%, 24%, 29% and 12%, respectively.
Patients in good health were more satisfied with
their expectations of treatment effects (OR 1.639,
p=0.007). Furthermore, group 4 (-eAll) were less
satisfied with their expectations of treatment effects
than those in the other three groups (ORs: group
1 (+eAll): 9.81, group 2 (-CwR): 4.14 and group 3
(-CnR): 4.20).
Conclusions The results revealed that experiences of
poor accessibility and physician–patient relationships
affected the patients’ expectations. Therefore, greater
accessibility and more positive physician–patient
relationships could lead to higher patient satisfaction
with their expectations of treatment effects. Furthermore,
the findings could assist authorities in targeting specific
patients, with the objective of improving their healthcare
service experience. They could also serve as a mechanism
for improving the quality of healthcare services and
increase accountability in healthcare practices.

Strengths and limitations of this study
►► This is a national survey data regarding the patient

experience in primary care setting.
►► However, we cannot guarantee the findings repre-

sent the entire population.
►► Latent class analysis (LCA) is a novel approach in

patient experience for the advantage of conceptualising the study framework.
►► Currently, using the cross-validation technique to
confirm the validity from LCA model is hard in this
study.

Introduction
WHO in 2000 stated that health systems have
three fundamental objectives: improving
health, meeting patients’ expectations and
providing financial protection.1 Health system
responsiveness is related to the manner and
environment in which individuals are treated.
Analysis of health system responsiveness can
result in improvements in care quality within
the system and increased healthcare options
based on individuals’ experiences.2 Responsiveness in different healthcare domains3 4 is
a complex issue that requires identification
of efficient methodology to facilitate health
officials’ understanding of the public’s
perspective of the health system. Therefore,
a structured, participant-orientated approach
is required to consider several domains and
related survey items simultaneously.
Several factors, including healthcare
outcomes and quality, influence patients’
expectations of healthcare services. To
enhance understanding of the factors that
determine healthcare outcomes, researchers
typically use the Andersen behavioural
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factor. Therefore, researchers use indicators as manifest
SES variables and develop LCA models to identify unobservable subgroups within populations. In addition, LCA
is used in the measurement of behaviour to enhance
understanding of risk profiles for specific behavioural
outcomes.24 In brief, using indicators directly in a given
model reflects a variable-oriented method (eg, regression
analysis). LCA is a participant-oriented method for classifying participants into different subgroups according to
factor loadings or item response probability.
To date, numerous studies have discussed the factors
related to patient satisfaction or patient experience using
traditional variable-oriented methods; however, only a
limited number of researchers have adopted a participant-oriented method (such as LCA) for evaluating
patient satisfaction or experience. Further, most of these
studies either had a small sample size or obtained data
from only a limited number of institutions instead of
using national survey data. Many countries have created
agencies to administer national surveys regularly, because
of increasing interest in collecting information regarding
patients’ experiences, to improve healthcare quality and
system performance.25 26 For example, in Taiwan, the
National Health Insurance (NHI) administration has
conducted national surveys annually for a decade.
The purpose of this study was to examine the relationship between respondents’ patient experience profiles
and their satisfaction with expectations of treatment
effects. We collected data from the NHI annual survey,
which was adopted from the Andersen behavioural
model in question construction, in which items are associated with different patient experience profiles that could
influence patients’ satisfaction with expectations of treatment effects. In addition, we used a participant-oriented
method, LCA, to understand discrepancies in patient
experience profiles in primary care settings and retain
as much measurability as possible in the observation
setting. Our results can help health authorities improve
the performance of health systems from the perspective
of a patient’s experience in primary care.

Methods
Population and setting
This study used the annual NHI survey to explore
patients’ experiences of receiving medical services at a
primary care clinic in 2015. The survey used the probability-proportional-to-size sampling approach, and random
digit dialling was used in computer-assisted telephone
interviewing (CATI). The survey was conducted from
24 August to 6 September 2015, and the target population included individuals who had received primary care
services during the preceding 3 months. Parent proxy-reports were obtained for participants younger than 15
years of age. The final effective sample size was 2009,
and the sampling error was ±2.2%. The response rate was
around 9.6% in the CATI system.
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model5 to construct and explain factors in the predisposing, enabling and need dimensions. Patients’ experiences and outcomes are important in their own right.6–8
In most situations, patients’ experiences and satisfaction are based on outcomes9 and the fulfilment of their
expectations and vice versa. Moreover, numerous factors
influence patients’ healthcare experiences,10 which affect
their satisfaction levels. For instance, some studies have
indicated that different health statuses are associated
with different satisfaction levels,11 and outcomes for
patients with sufficient medical resources were typically
more positive relative to those of patients with insufficient resources.12–14 In addition, patient characteristics,
such as demographic factors and health beliefs,15 could
be positively or negatively associated with healthcare
utilisation, which is related to satisfaction levels. Therefore, an understanding of these characteristics could aid
the development of useful strategies to improve system
performance and quality.
Greater patient satisfaction is usually positively associated with higher healthcare quality16 and positive patient–
physician interactions17 when patients receive healthcare
services. Health authorities desire to collect information
from the patient report experience system to improve the
healthcare system by responding to people’s expectations.
Based on an annual national survey, health officials often
exhibit great interest in using self-report measures to assess
patients’ experiences, particularly those involving patient
satisfaction. This information helps them to improve the
quality of healthcare service delivery and evaluate the
performance of healthcare systems. However, researchers
usually face two dilemmas when analysing self-reported
data from national survey databases. The first dilemma
involves the representativeness of the sample.18 19 Fortunately, there are complicated statistical tools available,
which can be used to find solutions, even when a sample
is imperfect and beyond the scope of a study.20 21 The
second dilemma involves the challenge of understanding
factors that influence patient satisfaction with healthcare
providers and systems, which is due to the complexity of
the data, such as factors pertaining to patients’ characteristics, health behaviours and status that can be collected
from patient surveys. Therefore, researchers face difficult
decisions such as those regarding the number of variables
that should be included in a model to predict satisfaction or system performance. Hence, the use of different
methods is required to address this issue.
One such method is latent class analysis (LCA), which
can be used to create patient experience profiles within
a participant-orientated approach, depending on the
purpose of the study. LCA has been used widely in the
social sciences22 during the last two decades. It is a mixed
model used for examining unobserved categorical variables and divides populations into different exclusive
latent classes.23 For example, socioeconomic status
(SES) includes educational level, income, occupation
and family size, and each of these dimensions reflects
only partial concepts within SES rather than the entire
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Dependent variables
The dependent variable in the study was satisfaction with
expectations of treatment effects. Respondents were asked
to indicate the extent of their satisfaction with expectations of treatment effects (or symptom improvement)
using a Likert scale ranging from 1 (very satisfied) to 5
(very dissatisfied). Thereafter, we used their responses to
categorise their satisfaction levels as high or low (neither
satisfied nor dissatisfied, somewhat dissatisfied and very
dissatisfied).
Chiou S-J, et al. BMJ Open 2019;9:e023045. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2018-023045

Independent variables
To improve understanding of factors associated with
participants’ satisfaction with expectations of treatment
effects, we used the latent categorical factor identified
in the LCA (ie, the four groups) and included sex, age,
educational level, monthly income, marital status, living
conditions, chronic diseases, catastrophic illness and
health status. Note that the NHI in Taiwan issues beneficiaries a catastrophic illness certificate to exempt them
from copayments if they qualify. To obtain information
regarding health status, we asked participants to rate
their health status during the preceding month. In addition, to obtain information regarding chronic diseases,
we asked participants whether they had been diagnosed
with hypertension, diabetes, hyperlipidaemia, asthma or
heart disease. However, we did not count the numbers of
chronic diseases and only used chronic disease (yes/no),
and catastrophic illness (yes/no) in the later analysis.
Regarding missing values, every item was given a ‘refuse
to answer’ in the CATI system when the participant did
not answer this question. For monthly income, approximately 30% did not respond. For other items, less than
1% were not answered.
Patient involvement
No patients were involved in the analysis or interpretation
of the results in this study nor the writing of any drafts.
There are no plans to disseminate the results of this study
to participants or any relevant patient networks.
Statistical analysis
We obtained the results of the LCA and deconstructed
the four groups. We displayed the participants’ characteristics (such as demography, living conditions, chronic
diseases and health status) by group to depict the basic
features of each group. Thereafter, a logistic regression
model was developed to model patients’ satisfaction with
expectations of treatment effects (ie, high or low) as a
function of the four groups identified via the LCA and
various demographic factors. We also run another logistic
regression for the potential misclassification inherent in
two-step methods that weighted posterior probabilities of
class membership based on LCA as a sensitivity analysis
in online supplementary file 2. From the result, the posterior probability of class membership using in the logistic
regression produces the outcomes are similar to the original model. SAS V.9.3.1 (SAS Institute) and SPSS V.20.0
(SPSS) were used to perform all statistical analyses. The
significance level was set at 0.05.

Results
The LCA model identified four groups (table 1): individuals who reported a positive experience of the receipt
of healthcare services (group 1: +eAll); individuals who
reported a negative experience of the receipt of healthcare services in communication and exhibited risky
behaviour (group 2: -CwR); individuals who reported a
3
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Measurement instrument and LCA model
The annual survey used a questionnaire consisting of six
sections: (1) medical care utilisation and accessibility,
(2) referral and medication compliance, (3) satisfaction
and treatment effects evaluation, (4) health behaviour,
(5) social network and (6) demographic characteristics.
In accordance with Andersen’s behavioural model, we
initially included 10 items pertaining to patients’ experiences, namely, time (travel times, waiting times and
time spent in consultation), costs, self-evaluation or
patient-evaluation (on receiving health education,
easy-to-understand explanations and scheduling appointments), and health behaviour (drug compliance, alcohol
use and tobacco use), in the LCA model. Basically, we
assumed that a better patient experience (steps are taken
to ease the geographical and financial barriers and physician–patient communication) and health behaviour (no
drinking, no smoking and better drug compliance) led
to increased overall satisfaction in the expectations of
treatment outcome. The items regarding time included
‘The last time you received primary care (within the last
3 months), how much time did you spend in one-way
travel, including waiting for vehicles, traffic, and so on?’
and ‘Do you feel that the travel time was too long?’ The
items regarding cost included ‘How much did you pay
for primary care at your last consultation, including
out-of-pocket fees?’ and ‘Do you consider this inexpensive or expensive?’ The items regarding patient evaluation included ‘When you need to obtain primary care, is
it easy to make an appointment in advance?’ The items
regarding health behaviour included ‘Did you complete
the course of medication according to the provider’s
instructions?’
We could only include dichotomous items in the LCA
model. Initially, we assessed the model’s fitness and identified two items (scheduling appointments and drug compliance) with little discriminatory ability. When either or
both items were excluded, the final classified pattern did
not alter, and only the entropy value decreased from 0.79
to 0.71. To ensure that the LCA model was concise, we
included only eight items. The Akaike information criterion, Bayesian information criterion and entropy value
for the LCA were 419.21, 615.39 and 0.71, respectively,
indicating that the LCA model was acceptable for use in
further analysis. The details of the model selection procedure are given in the online supplementary file 1.
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AIC
BIC
Entropy

419.21
615.39
0.71

Proportion of population in each group

Total

1
0.3436

2
0.2442

3
0.2886

4
0.1236

The travel time is not too long
The waiting time is not too long

1878 (93.8)
1574 (78.3)

0.9521
0.8154

0.9733
0.8586

0.9606
0.8979

0.7753
0.3045

The consulting time felt more satisfied

1619 (80.6)

0.9771

0.9314

0.9750

0.7393

The feeling in expenditure is not high

772 (38.4)

0.9242

0.8943

0.9314

0.6680

Received patient education in most time

775 (38.6)

0.9441

0.0703

0.0795

0.0675

Received easy-to-understand explanation in most time

1238 (61.7)

0.9991

0.4894

0.4209

0.2935

No drinking behaviour
No smoking behaviour

959 (47.7)
1558 (77.6)

0.4789
0.7838

0.0072
0.5337

0.8471
0.9508

0.5402
0.8305

Group 1: positive experience in all (+eAll).
Group 2: negative experience in communication with risk health behaviour (-CwR).
Group 3: negative experience in communication without risk health behaviour (-CnR).
Group 4: negative experience in all (-eAll).
Bold values in 1, 2, 3, 4 are refering to each group from LCA analysis.
AIC, Akaike information criterion; BIC, Bayesian information criterion; LCA, latent class analysis.

negative experience of the receipt of healthcare services
in communication without risk behaviour (group 3:
-CnR) and individuals who exhibited self-dissatisfaction
and reported an unsatisfactory experience of the receipt
of healthcare services (group 4: -eAll). The proportions of
participants in groups 1–4 were 34%, 24%, 29% and 12%,
respectively. In group 1 (+eAll), almost six items reflected
a positive response in their experience (eg, did not travel
too long to their primary care, more satisfied with their
primary care consulting time and received adequate
patient education in primary care). Fewer respondents
reported that the duration of the consultation with a
primary care provider was too long or medical costs were
too high; in addition, they reported they usually received
patient education and easy-to-understand explanations in
the primary care setting. In groups 2 and 3, medical costs
and the durations of the consultations with primary care
providers were rated positively; however, both groups
reported negative experiences but usually received
patient education and easy-to-understand explanations.
Group 2 (-CwR) reported higher levels of drinking or
smoking relative to the other three groups. Group 4
(-eAll) reported a higher number of negative experiences
in the primary care setting relative to those reported by
the other three groups.
Table 2 shows participants’ characteristics according
to group. Unsurprisingly, sex, age, educational level,
monthly family income, marital status, chronic diseases
and health status differed among the four groups, with
living conditions and catastrophic disease being insignificant factors. Group 3 (-CnR) included higher proportions
of women and older individuals and lower proportions of
individuals who had been educated to a level above that
of college, were married and had a higher health status
4

relative to those in the other three groups; group 4’s
mean age was lower and the participants reported higher
educational and income levels and lower health status
relative to those of the other three groups.
The logistic model revealed significant differences in
patients’ health status and satisfaction with expectations
of treatment effects across the four groups as shown in
table 3. Patients with a more favourable health status held
higher satisfaction with expectations of treatment effects
(OR 1.639, p=0.007). Furthermore, group 4 (-eAll) held
lower satisfaction expectations of treatment effects relative to those reported by the other three groups (ORs:
group 1 (+eAll): 9.81, group 2 (-CwR): 4.14, group 3
(-CnR): 4.20).
Discussion
Significant differences in expected treatment effects were
observed across patient experience profiles based on
healthcare experiences and risky behaviour. Regardless
of whether they exhibited health-related risky behaviour,
participants who reported negative experiences with
healthcare services expected the worst outcomes. The
results showed that accessibility affected satisfaction
with expectations of treatment effects, even those with
NHI, which tends to reduce financial and geographical
barriers. Most importantly, the receipt of health education
or easy-to-understand explanations in the clinical setting
also affected satisfaction with expectations of treatment
effects. Healthcare system administrators should consider
ways in which communication with health providers,
improved health literacy and patient–doctor interpersonal relationships could help patients to understand
situations involving their health.
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Table 1 Results from LCA
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Variables

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

Group 4

N (%)

N (%)

N (%)

N (%)

952 (47.4)

374 (51.0)

296 (52.7)

190 (36.3)

92 (48.2)

1057 (52.6)

360 (49.0)

266 (47.3)

333 (63.7)

99 (51.8)

Total

Gender
 Male
 Female

<0.001

 0–19

435 (21.9)

179 (24.6)

28 (5.1)

205 (39.7)

23 (12.0)

 20–29

278 (14.0)

121 (16.6)

99 (17.9)

28 (5.4)

31 (16.1)

 30–39

334 (16.8)

124 (17.1)

97 (17.5)

61 (11.8)

52 (26.9)

 40–49

288 (14.5)

109 (15.0)

96 (17.3)

54 (10.5)

29 (15.0)

 50–59

286 (14.4)

88 (12.1)

110 (19.9)

62 (12.0)

27 (14.0)

 >60

364 (18.3)

106 (14.6)

123 (22.2)

106 (20.5)

29 (15.2)

 Illiterate

326 (16.3)

125 (17.1)

10 (1.8)

169 (32.5)

22 (11.5)

 Primary school

212 (10.6)

63 (8.6)

57 (10.2)

74 (14.2)

19 (9.9)

 Junior high

228 (11.4)

91 (12.5)

61 (10.9)

65 (12.5)

11 (5.7)

 Senior high

409 (20.5)

139 (19.0)

132 (23.7)

93 (17.9)

44 (22.9)

 College

705 (35.3)

258 (35.3)

260 (46.6)

108 (20.8)

80 (41.7)

 Graduate school

118 (5.9)

54 (7.4)

38 (6.8)

11 (2.1)

16 (8.3)

 No

46 (3.2)

19 (3.6)

12 (2.9)

13 (3.8)

3 (2.3)

 <15 000

71 (5.0)

29 (5.5)

19 (4.5)

17 (5.0)

6 (4.7)

 15 000–30 000

141 (9.9)

43 (8.1)

43 (10.2)

39 (11.4)

15 (11.6)

 30 000–45 000

213 (14.9)

64 (12.0)

59 (14.0)

66 (19.2)

23 (17.8)

 45 000–60 000

283 (19.9)

105 (19.7)

78 (18.5)

76 (22.2)

24 (18.6)

 60 000–75 000

164 (11.5)

73 (13.7)

45 (10.7)

42 (12.2)

4 (3.1)

 75 000–90 000

142 (10.0)

49 (9.2)

55 (13.1)

26 (7.6)

13 (10.1)

 90 000–125 000

215 (15.1)

100 (18.8)

53 (12.6)

33 (9.6)

28 (21.7)

 >125 000

152 (10.6)

50 (9.4)

57 (13.5)

31 (9.0)

13 (10.1)

Education

<0.001

Monthly income

0.001

Marriage

<0.001
867 (43.3)

339 (46.5)

181 (32.4)

266 (51.0)

81 (42.4)

 Married

1032 (51.6)

350 (48.0)

350 (62.6)

230 (44.1)

102 (53.4)

 Others*

102 (5.1)

40 (5.5)

28 (5.0)

25 (4.8)

8 (4.2)

Living conditions
 One

0.319
28 (3.8)

24 (4.3)

12 (2.3)

1938 (96.5)

706 (96.2)

538 (95.7)

510 (97.7)

184 (96.8)

 No

1449 (72.5)

553 (75.4)

368 (66.3)

388 (74.9)

139 (73.2)

 Yes

548 (27.5)

180 (24.6)

187 (33.7)

130 (25.1)

51 (26.8)

1923 (96.3)

709 (97.3)

540 (96.6)

493 (95.0)

181 (95.3)

20 (2.7)

19 (3.4)

26 (5.0)

 With others

70 (3.5)

6 (3.2)

Chronic disease

0.001

Catastrophic illness
 No
 Yes

0.166

74 (3.7)

9 (4.7)
<0.001

Health status
 Very well

70 (3.5)

29 (3.9)

17 (3.0)

21 (4.0)

3 (1.6)

 Well

415 (20.7)

172 (23.4)

86 (15.3)

124 (23.8)

34 (17.8)

 Good

792 (39.4)

316 (43.0)

215 (38.2)

199 (38.1)

63 (33.0)

 Natural

439 (21.8)

132 (18.0)

157 (27.9)

107 (20.5)

43 (22.5)

 Low

270 (13.5)

84 (11.4)

78 (13.9)

64 (12.3)

44 (23.0)

22 (1.1)

2 (0.3)

10 (1.8)

7 (1.3)

4 (2.1)

 Very low

P value
<0.001

Age

 Single
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Table 2 Participants’ characteristics in different groups from LCA

*Divorced and widowed.
LCA, latent class analysis.
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95% CI
Variables

OR

Low level

1.05

0.73

Up level

Gender
 Female

P value
0.792

1.50

Age

0.310

 0–19
 20–29

1.10

0.47

2.57

 30–39

2.00

0.78

5.13

 40–49

1.52

0.55

4.18

 50–59

2.29

0.83

6.34

 >60

2.25

0.83

6.11

Education

0.883

 Illiterate
 Primary school

0.89

0.38

2.09

 Junior high

0.87

0.39

1.96

 Senior high

1.10

0.49

2.48

 College

0.88

0.38

2.01

 Graduate school

0.69

0.25

1.87

Monthly income

0.327

 <45 000
 45 000–59 999

1.50

0.87

2.59

 60 000–89 999

1.15

0.68

1.93

 ≥90 000

0.92

0.57

1.49

Marriage

0.298

 Single
 Married

0.63

0.34

1.19

 Others

0.89

0.31

2.58

Living conditions
 Living conditions with others

0.125
1.98

0.83

4.75

1.34

0.84

2.13

Chronic disease
 Having chronic diseases

0.217

Catastrophic illness
 Having catastrophic illness

0.504
0.74

0.31

1.79

1.64

1.15

2.34

Health status
 Health status better

0.007
<0.001

Group
 Group 4 (-eAll)
 Group 1 (+eAll)

9.81

5.70

16.89

 Group 2 (-CwR)

4.14

2.53

6.77

 Group 3 (-CnR)

4.20

2.43

7.27

Group 1: positive experience in all (+eAll).
Group 2: negative experience in communication with risk health behaviour
(-CwR).
Group 3: negative experience in communication without risk health
behaviour (-CnR).
Group 4: negative experience in all (-eAll).
LCA, latent class analysis.

For analytical purposes, we included eight items in the
LCA model based on the three components of the structure that reflects patients’ experiences of the healthcare
delivery system and their health-related risky behaviour.
6

The first component was accessibility. For instance,
patients reported the durations (ie, long or short) of
their travel times to consultations, waiting times for
consultations and consultations with doctors. In addition,
one item pertaining to medical expenditure (ie, high
or low) measured their experience of financial barriers
to accessibility. The responses to the items above reflect
important decision points associated with satisfaction
with expectations of final treatment effects. Previous
research has shown that financial burden had a negative
effect on patients’ perspectives of their healthcare27 and
that timelines were the most influential determinant of
these perspectives28 and accessibility.16 29
The second component was information received from
care providers (or interpersonal communication), which
is another important measure of patients’ experiences. We
assessed patients’ reports regarding the receipt of patient
health education or easy-to-understand explanations
during consultations (ie, whether this usually occurred or
did not usually occur) to determine whether the receipt
of more information in the clinical setting was associated
with higher satisfaction with expectations of treatment
effects. Several studies have reported that positive interpersonal relationships and communication were associated with high-quality service and patient satisfaction.30–32
The third component was risky behaviour, such as
drinking and smoking. Although very few studies have
examined the relationship between health-related risky
behaviour and patient satisfaction with expectations
of treatment effects, we assumed that participants who
exhibited health-related risky behaviour would have
lower satisfaction with expectations of treatment effects.
Another important consideration is that information
regarding engagement in health-related risky behaviour
is important in constructing patient experience profiles.
However, some caveats should be considered in drawing
this conclusion; in particular, the survey did not capture
a complete profile of health-related risky behaviour or
of the population engaging in it. Further investigation is
required to confirm this assumption.
The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development developed a Healthcare Quality Indicators
questionnaire and the Hospital Consumer Assessment of
Healthcare Providers and Systems survey conducted in
the USA indicated that patient experience is an important
tool that serves as a surrogate marker for the quality and
value of healthcare delivery.33 34 In Taiwan, based on the
NHI annual survey, we categorised participants into four
patient experience profile groups based on LCA and
explored differences in satisfaction with expectations of
health outcomes among the groups after adjusting for
demographic and socioeconomic factors. Participants
who reported a more favourable health status and positive patient experiences and did not exhibit health-related risky behaviour (ie, alcohol or tobacco use) tended
to be more satisfied with their treatment effects. These
findings are consistent with those of previous studies.
Unsurprisingly, satisfaction with treatment effects could
Chiou S-J, et al. BMJ Open 2019;9:e023045. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2018-023045
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Table 3 The logistics model of satisfied expectations
regarding treatment effects in different groups from LCA with
participant characteristics
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only reflect their general experience due to considering
loading in limited time. Participants may have varied
experience feeling in multiple physician office visiting;
however, it is hard to catch the details in the NHI annual
survey for determining the relationship with factors.
Fourth, in some cases, participants’ health statuses were
in a period of transition, such as attending cancer therapy
during the study period, which may have affected their
final response regarding their satisfaction in expectations
of treatment effects. This is a situation we have to consider
the causal pathway between exposure and outcome.
However, patients in Taiwan seeking primary care are
usually not in acute care or in a stable chronic disease situation. In addition, the healthcare system does not have a
gatekeeper design of primary care, and patients are not
prevented from going directly to upper level hospitals.
When a patient’s health status undergoes a great change,
that patient usually visits an upper level hospital for treatment. Those who underwent a great transition in health
status may have represented only a small population
and did not strongly influence the results of the study.
Finally, patients with worse treatment outcomes may lead
to report the negative healthcare experience.42 In this
study, the cross-section data are hard to distinguish this
kind of relationship. We have examined the reasons for
not satisfied and only 38 of them (n=110) were related to
the negative treatment effect and need further study to
provide more evidences.

Conclusion
Based on a participant-oriented perspective and analytical
design, LCA was beneficial because it facilitated conceptualisation of the study framework and the simplification of
the survey items. Our findings showed that greater accessibility and positive interpersonal relationships with healthcare providers could improve patients’ satisfaction with
expectations of treatment effects. These results could aid
authorities in targeting specific patient groups to improve
their experiences of healthcare services. Moreover, negative experiences of accessibility and physician–patient
relationships influenced patients’ satisfaction with expectations of treatment effects. This finding could serve as a
mechanism to improve the quality of healthcare services
and increase accountability in healthcare practices.
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be enhanced by improving patients’ experiences of
healthcare services and patient–physician relationships
in primary care settings.
Measuring patients’ experiences has become a useful
tool in the assessment of the quality of healthcare, particularly since the Affordable Care Act was passed in 2010.35 36
Positive patient experiences are important indicators of
healthcare processes and outcomes,32 which include good
clinical outcomes, patient adherence to medical advice
and low levels of healthcare utilisation. Some studies have
shown a mixed association between patient experience
and clinical processes and outcomes, which is unsurprising.37 38 In addition, numerous factors other than
patient experience influence processes and outcomes.
This is one reason why combining patient experience
measures with other measures of healthcare quality is critical in creating an overall picture of performance.
Traditionally, when multiple variables are used to
explore patients’ experiences and satisfaction, they
include age, sex, health status and health behaviour,
among others. Researchers typically consider regression
towards the mean and perform complicated modelling when more than 20 or 30 variables are examined.
In addition, studies use multilevel models to address
variation resulting from differences between doctors
and patients,39 apply difference-in-difference analysis to
perform evaluations within different time frames,40 or
implement multimethod programmes to measure and
improve patients’ experiences.6 However, few studies have
included patients who could be described using several
behavioural variables. Moreover, a previous study showed
that measurement often restricts evaluations to only one
or two domains within a broader analysis of process or
outcome measures.41 These restrictions result from the
so-called variable-oriented approach. Therefore, we used
LCA to examine the relationship between patients’ experiences and treatment effects.
The study was subject to some limitations. For example,
we were sceptical of the representativeness of the national
survey, even after using appropriate weighting methods.
Individuals in certain occupations and women are most
likely to receive survey calls; therefore, we referred to
the distribution of outpatient services in the NHI claim
system to apply weights to the entire annual survey database. Although this weighting system was suitable, we
cannot guarantee that the findings represent the entire
population. In addition, LCA is a novel approach to the
development of patient experience profiles, and it could
serve as a powerful tool to explain subgroup behaviour.
However, we should be mindful of the fact that it is sometimes difficult to obtain favourable results in patient
experience profiles generated via LCA, particularly when
some item responses are not easily distinguishable among
different subgroups. For example, in this study, the ease
of appointment scheduling and drug compliance lacked
discrimination in the subgroups; thus, we decided to
eliminate those items from the LCA model. Third, the
patient experience measurements in NHI annual survey
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